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CABRAMATTERS
SCHOOL NEWSLETTER ISSUE 2 2019

The annual Cabramatta 
School Showcase was 
filled with amazing 
performances and 
great energy from 
everybody. Countless 
hours of rehearsing 
paid off in an amazing 
show!

This edition:

Bring it On Festival 
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Sorry Day
Earlier this term Year 8 students participated in events to recognise “Sorry Day”. 
Teachers led students through activities that included Indigenous games, use 
of symbols in art, a historical significance writing task and a jeopardy game. 
Feedback from students was very positive, they had lots of fun but also learnt 
about the importance of recognising and empathising with the stolen generation’s 
experiences. 

Julie Piesse 
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Motivational Workshop 
Motivational Workshop:
 On Monday 13th May 2019 our students engaged in a Pacifica Motivational Workshop that 
is held twice a year. Our workshop allows our students have the opportunity to meet and 
greet strong, passionate and successful community experts in their line of work; including 
a doctor, police officer, university students, lawyers, community representatives, managers, 
sports players, musicians, artists, and many more. Our student engagement in the workshop 
encourages learning, goal setting and inspires students to excel in their school work and future 
aspirations. Our guest speakers reassure students of the benefits of hard work, finding their 
passions, pursuing future aspirations and breaking Pacific Islander stereotypes.
We would like to thank Dr Carol Abiri from the Australian Museum, Thelma Trey a Fijian singer 
song writer, Mal Fruean NSW Council of Pacific Communities chairperson and Ma’ata Solofoni a 
solicitor at Financial Rights Legal Centre.
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Principal’s message by Ms Godwin

Learning is more than studying facts, processes and information. It goes beyond memorising 
information for tests with the hope of getting the marks needed to be accepted in to a school or a 
post school option. The new HSC and the world of work require a broader range of skills and abilities.
The HSC curriculum has recently undergone changes which include problem solving, creative 
thinking, discovery learning and analysing and applying information to the world. Employers are 
looking for emotional intelligence, interpersonal skills, effective communication and other personal 
qualities as well as strong academic results. 
The Arts provide a platform for students to develop this level of ability. Learning a musical instrument 
can activate a creative element to thinking and it can increase mindfulness. Being a member of a 
drama group demonstrates team work, develops verbal and non-verbal communication skills and 
allows expressive thinking.  Dance enhances an awareness of self and others, an appreciation of 
emotion and develops positive physical attributes. Singing demonstrates the ability to connect with 
emotions and convey meaning to others and creates a platform for confidence development. The 
performing arts allow the performer and audience to grow.
The creative arts including genres such as photography, visual arts, ceramics, jewellery making 
and paper creations share a message with others and help develop a part of the brain that links to 
problem solving and expression of concepts. These areas are also a platform for mindfulness. 
Our school provides opportunities for students to develop their artistic potential through the 
curriculum and extra curricula opportunities. Cabramatta High School invests in the arts through 
public performances, curriculum choices and supporting infrastructure.
The Arts play a role in unlocking learning potential and developing the skills required for success in 
the future. 
Volunteering projects develop life-long skills for success. Our school community recently donated 
handmade scarves and beanies as well as knee blankets to St Sergius Aged Care Facility. Staff and 
students made cupcakes and we had a mini winter concert at St Sergius. Everyone participating 
showed compassion and empathy. Each term there is an opportunity for the school to undertake 
volunteering to help others less able or less fortunate.
The current format of Cabramatters is being reviewed looking at reach, timing and effectiveness of 
communication. Getting our message to our school community is a high priority. Exploring digital, 
verbal and written communication methods will enable the school to increase information sharing 
with the school community.
School uniform is strongly endorsed by the school council. It is essential for school image and safety 
of students. The students are asked to wear their uniform with pride and adhere to the uniform policy. 
Our school uniform shop sells all items at cost price to ensure affordability. Layers for winter uniform 
are sold and expected to be worn. Lost uniform pieces are often handed into the front office and 
putting a student’s name on uniform helps get it back to the owner quickly.
Beth Godwin
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Period 0: 8.25am
Period 1: 9.15am
Period 2: 10.05 am 
Period 3: 11.15 am
Period 4: 12.05 pm 
Period 5: 1.35pm 
Period 6:  2.25pm
End of day:  3.15pm 
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Annual Iftar Night 
CHS Annual Iftar Night 2019
What a night: so rich with culture, appreciation and respect. 
The 2019 Annual Cabramatta High School Iftar Night was held on the evening of the 23rd of May. 
Iftar is the fast-breaking meal that occurs at sunset every day during the month of Ramadan in the 
Islamic calendar. 

The school community, including past, present students and staff as well as their families were 
invited to enjoy the unifying night. Ms Godwin initiated the night with a Principal’s Address to 
welcome our guests. Zainab Al-Isaa (Year 9) spoke about her experience of observing Ramadan 
in Australia and back in the country she grew up in. Tiara Sor (Year 11) spoke about what being 
Muslim meant to her. Lastly, a member of the Muslim community, Sheikh Raffie, shared a short 
speech about the significance of Ramadan, speaking in both Arabic and English.

The Ramadan fast was broken with dates and chicken and corn soup. Our guests later enjoyed a 
buffet prepared by teachers. The buffet consisted of roasted chicken, chickpea curry, salad, rice, 
Lebanese pastries and minced curry. The guests were catered to by student volunteers and led by 
Ms Khan (Science) and Ms Raffie (HSIE). Overall, the students and teachers involved found iftar to 
be a valuable experience as it provided further insight into the Muslim culture - a culture shared 
by many students within our diverse school. Iftar provided a night where students, parents and 
teachers could bond over an amazing feast. A special thanks to all teachers and students that were 
involved with the night. 
Written by Julina Lim and Danny Lam of Year 11
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Windang Costal Management Study 
Year 10 Windang Coastal Management Study

All Year 10 students attended the annual Coastal Management excursion this term, 
organised by the HSIE faculty. This excursion forms part of the compulsory field-study 
component of the Year 10 Geography syllabus. Students were actively engaged in 
learning about all aspects of coastal management at Windang Beach, located south of 
Wollongong in the Illawarra region. Students are to be congratulated on their excellent 
behaviour throughout the day in a wide variety of learning activities including field 
sketches and geographical measurement. Overall, students gained an enhanced and 
practical understanding of the classroom content taught throughout Term 2 on this 
particular geographical topic. 

(L. McCann)
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 Bell Shakespeare - English
Bell Shakespeare
On the 27th of March, a total of 49 students from 10ENG1 and 10ENG2 represented Cabramatta High School at the play 
‘The Miser’ accompanied by Ms Chand and Ms Simatovic. Students left Cabramatta High School at 8:15am to proceed to 
the train station to go to the Opera House where the play took place.

‘The Miser’ is a two and a half hour play by Bell Shakespeare, inspired by the original story written by Molière. A ‘miser’ 
refers to a person who hoards their belongings refusing to share it with anyone, and the main character Harpagon, is 
indeed a miser.

Following a modern spin, this play takes place in the 17th century. The plot starts off with Harpagon’s daughter Elise, and 
Harpagon’s servant, Valère, proclaiming their love for one another. Knowing that Harpagon would never approve of their 
relationship, both women vowed to run away and elope. 

They were interrupted by Elise’s brother, Cleante who burst into the room to profess to her his love for a girl named 
Marianne. Complications arose when Harpagon admits to his children his interest in Marianne which completely 
devastated Cleante. Most joyously, Harpagon also announced that Elise is to marry an old rich man named Signor Anselm 
and Cleante had been arranged to marry a rich young widow. 

The story continues to tell the tale of Harpagon’s family, how this miser treats his wealth with such value compared to his 
own children, who unbeknownst to him for the majority of the play, is in love.

The ending well… we don’t want to spoil anything.

What a privilege it was to sit in the Sydney Opera House theatre and to experience such art. It was a well-thought out 
play that must’ve required months of planning and practicing. We thank you Bell Shakespeare for allowing us the 
opportunity to witness such a beautiful play and providing us a day full of fun and learning.

Written by Katherine Tran and Jennica Lee 
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Year 8 ABCN ‘Full STEAM Ahead’ 

Twenty Year 8 students were engaged in collaborative design-thinking this term through the 
‘Full STEAM Ahead’ program, organised by the school in partnership with ABCN and CBA. The 
program involved students working in teams to create solutions to everyday problems in the 
community and broader society. Students attended four excursions throughout Term 2 to 
destinations including the Powerhouse Museum in Ultimo. Ultimately, students demonstrated 
the qualities of teamwork, leadership, communication and problem solving throughout the 
program and are to be congratulated on the final design solutions that were presented.

(L. McCann)

 ABCN Full STEAM Ahead
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Seki Fest Meet & Greet 
On Tuesday 11th June 2019 a number of 
Cabramatta High School students had an 
opportunity to meet successful International 
Music Artists who performed in Sydney for 
the Pacific Island Seki Fest Tour.
We had the organisers of Seki fest Mr Peter 
Papalii Gunz and his wife Lee Papalii arrive 
with artists including Victor J Sefo, Jae 
T, Wayno, Jay Emz, J King and Afro-pop 
sensation Adina Ghanaian and her team. 
Our students had an opportunity to listen 
to their journeys in the music industry, our 
students asked insightful questions about 
their lifestyle balances, culture identity, 
sacrifices and the benefits within the music 
industry. Our students got to hear Adina, 
Victor J Sefo and Jay Emz sing a few bars 
from their latest hits.
Nati Tema in year 10 also performed a 
Samoan medley for our guest and they 
were blown away with the raw talents of 
our students and were very impressed with 
student engagement and the questions they 
posed.
 “I am very impressed with some of the 
questions the students asked they were 
better than some of the interview questions 
asked by TV media teams on our tour”. – Seki 
Fest Team.
“It was an awesome experience to meet and 
take photos with Jae T and Victor J Sefo and 
all the other artists and hearing the guys 
sing for us” – Efalata Felila
“Being able to listen to Adina sing and 
talk about her journey was the best day of 
school” - Annabel Onaghise
“I was excited and nervous to sing for 
the Seki Fest team but was so much fun , 
highlight was when Jay Emz told me I am 
talented and my cousin is his guitarist in NZ 
” – Nati Tema
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CAPA Photography Digital Media Gallery
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School Council Meeting Minutes 
SCHOOL COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES
WEDNESDAY 19th June, 2019

PRESENT:
President: Dieu Quach
Principal: Beth Godwin
CHS Staff: Isabel Pacho, Olga Pappas, Julie Piesse, Wendy Lam & Marsha Marasinghe.
SRC:  
Interpreters: Thao Le, Linda Siv, Trinh Mai, Anh Vuong and Jamal Alkarkhey
Guest: Ivan Amaro – The Smith Family
Parents: Gulten Ulukut, Ken Van, Tho Ngoc Thi Nguyen, Maria Lekic, Dieu Quach, Nelson Cabrera, Annie Soun, Phung Lan Tran, S.M. Jenny Sau, Thy 
Huong Li, Ngoc Han Nguyen, Thi XinhTrinh, Thi Bach Mai, Trong Tuan Nguyen, Minh Dat Nguyen, Thi Minh Thuy Huynh, Hanh Bao Tra, Huy Phong Bui, 
Thi Cam Thuy Nguyen, Thi Lan Phung Phan, Thi Ha Le, Thanh Ha, Chu Trieu, Huyen Linh, Tu Loi Huynh, Van Luc Nguyen Thi Trang Vo, Ol Nuth, Sokkong 
Eam, Peou Lin, Rennea Soth, Phary Soth, Sambath Sok, Boramom Han, Bunly Ung, Chhuy Hong Ma, Phillip Te Ma, Muthanna Al-badri, Taghreed Al-
Khadadi, Basam Al Taweel, Ameer Odisho, Muntana Arad, Muthanna Issa, 
Apologise:   SRC
  PRINCIPAL’S  REPORT
• Parent Workshop  - Professional learning , Topic  - Student well-being and mental health.  Held on 21st September 2019 - child minding will 
be available if needed.
• Staffing – New Head Teacher Secondary Studies appointed for CHS:  Ramnik Lal.  Ramnik Lal is a current teacher of Industrial Arts a 
Cabramatta High and has begun his role as Head teacher this term.
• School Uniform – School uniform is important as it is provides an image of quality students . The school has three types of upper body 
clothing to keep warm: Sloppy Joe, a jacket and woollen jumper.  Sold in the uniform shop at cost price.  The shop is open 3 mornings per week.  
• Fundraising – Parent council recently raised money to help the aged care facility at the top of Aladore Ave.   Parents, students and staff 
provided 180 winter goods to St Sergius.  Parent council also raised money to help a family whose house burnt down and combined with the staff 
fundraising about to pay for four weeks rent.
• Food Bank - Food bank: will deliver for free 400kg of fresh food for CHS.  School will buy plastic bags and students from families in need will 
fill up the bags with food to take home and later return the empty bags for re-use.  This will be available to all families and is predicted to start in term 
3.  • School concert – is on 26th and 27th of June at 6pm at Cabravale Diggers.  Tickets are $5 each.  The cost of the ticket covers lighting and 
sound technician.
• Parent / Teacher night year 8 and 10 - Held on Tuesday the 2nd of July.  Students will receive their reports and teachers will be available to 
discuss their progress.  Talks on HSC requirements for year 10 students and parents.  Interpreters will be available.  
Faculty Presentation
Presenter: Head Teacher Science- Julie Piesse
Topic: Inquiry learning in Science
• Skills that develop students in inquiry and thinking skills and scientific investigation
• How can parents help with inquiry based learning?
• Example of questions that promote inquiry skills

Wendy Lam- Parent Engagement Committee
• Cabramatta Café Computer Club.  A parent-school community that meets every week targeting the following tasks:
- Greet other parents over coffee; 
-Learn work related skills (help with administrative tasks useful for children); 
-Build computer skills (e.g. use Sentral program to track students’ attendance, lateness and uniform)
-Be the first to hear about new workshops;
• Venue: school library from 10.00am-12.00pm
• Every Friday from the 26/7/19 to 28/9/19

Guest Speaker:  Saver Plus Coordinator from the Smith Family- MrIvan Amaro
Saver Plus program: A program designed for working families to help families to learn how money works
• Workshop availability in Fairfield, Liverpool and Cabramatta
• This involves giving out $500 for Education purposes
• It uses a saving strategy that requires saving  $50 for 10 months and in return the program gives the family an extra $500 for education
Conditions
• Program funded by Centrelink and ANZ bank.  Savings kept in the bank.  At the end of program the account can be terminated
• Must have a health care card, concession card or pension card from Centrelink
• Must have a child at school
• Child over 18 going to TAFE or university can do one for their education
• Pamphlets distributed to all parents attending the council meeting

Head Teacher Presentation: Head teacher welfare-Olga Pappas
Topic: Exam stress management: to help with exams, tests or HSC exams
• Anxiety
• Identifying behaviours
• Strategies
• School services

Next meeting Wednesday 14/8/19
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Being able to undertake IEC volunteering with friends and some of our senior students who are keen and willing 
to help people was a fantastic experience. As international students who have never been to the IEC, we were 
struggling with the different system compared to being taught here in high school. During our volunteering time 
we get to go back to where many people started. The opportunity for setting new arrivals off on the right track 
and for sharing experiences arises. Making new friends and keeping contacts, being part of the teams, being able 
to increase our practical and social skills are the things that we are always looking for. It is very important that 
we continue to challenge ourselves. This program generates a tremendous sense of achievement and fulfillment 
where you feel that you have made a difference to somebody - however large or small that might be. It is simply 
fun- a great chance to encounter others in a relaxing environment after loads of school work. If an opportunity 
arises, we would definitely take part in this great program again! 
By Sievling Pov and Phinnapha Inthavongsa (Yr11 International Students)
Photo of Phinnapha (L) and Sievling ( R) with IEC Teacher Miss Singh who organizes the IEC volunteering roster.  

Volunteering 

Teachers and student volunteer representatives from 
the Red Cross, Support Unit and the SRC along with 
knitters, cake-makers, fundraisers and musicians visited 
the St Sergius Nursing Home, Cabramatta. High school 
representatives didn’t go empty handed- in fact we 
gifted the elderly with some sweet treats that suited their 
preferences along with multiple knitted scarves, jumpers 
etc. During the visit talented students played instruments 
and sang which the elderly really enjoyed but they also had 
a surprise for us, including the singing of Russian songs. 
Multiple elderly sang along and enjoyed the performances. 
At the end students and teachers thanked them and they 
also thanked us for the gifts and entertainment. Overall 
the day was filled with happiness and laughter as everyone 
enjoyed the visit to St Sergius Nursing Home. By Milad Petto 
Yr 11.
Photo of Serly Awnjian Yr11 with a resident at St Sergius 
Aged Care.

St Sergius Project
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Volleyball Knockout Team 

Biggest congratulations to Cabramatta High School Girls Volleyball Knockout Team for 
being Regional Sydney South West Champions in Secondary Girls Volleyball. 

 In term 3, week 1 Wednesday 24th and 25th July, our volleyball girls will represent 
Cabramatta High School and Sydney South West in  2019 "Steve Birt Memorial Trophy" 
State Volleyball Finals Series. The girls will compete against the top 16 schools in NSW. We 
wish them every success in their upcoming state volleyball competition next term. 
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Proud Sponsors of Cabramatta High
School
Cabramatta Bowling Club

  Cabra-Vale Diggers
  

Cabramatta Rugby Leagues Club

Commonwealth Bank of Australia 
Mounties Group

Caltex Star market – Canley Heights
Fairfield City Council – Swim School

McDonalds, Liverpool Megacenta
Reverse Garbage 

Peak Science
Plus fitness – Cabramatta

Trent – Learn to Drive 
Margaret Milligan – School Canteen
Krispy Kreme, Liverpool Megacenta

LNG Stone Pty Ltd
Eckersley’s Art and Craft

‘Got a Pen’
White Doves ‘R’ us

The Supreme Master Ching Hai International Association 
The Australian Association of All Nationalities of China Inc – Chinese 

Language School
International Martial Arts Centres

Peak Science
Faz Uniforms

Bowlarama, Wetherill Park
Cotton On Group

Plus Fitness, Cabramatta
Calmsley Hill City Farm

Huong  Xua Vietnamese Restaurant
Iglesia Ni Christo Church of Christ

Dr Leap Son and Dr Adrian Lim Dentistry
T & T Coaching College
Di Turner – PARRACLAY

Foodbank NSW/ACT
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On Friday the 14th June 2019 our Year 11 Pasifika students were invited to attend 
Western Sydney University’s PATHE (Pasifika Achievement to Higher Education) 
Campus Tour in Parramatta. 
Through the PATHE initiative, the PATHE Check It Out Campus Tour provided year 11 
students from a number of different high schools a campus experience as they start 
to consolidate their future pathway after high school. This event aims to promote and 
provide students with exposure to tertiary education and allow them to navigate a 
different space with hope that they may grow aspirations towards further education 
or training.
Our students had the opportunity to visit some of the school departments including 
Law and Nursing. Our students had firsthand experience with the facilities and 
content to further their understanding and knowledge. Our students also had an 
opportunity to meet and greet current Pasifika university students and hear about 
their journey and their university experience

PATHE Yr 11 Campus Tour 
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Industrial Arts 
As Term 2 draws to a close we are starting to see the completion of many student projects. It is very pleasing to see 
such high quality practical projects being produced and taken home by our Industrial Arts students at C.H.S. The 
quality workmanship on display is testament to the commitment of students and their engagement in high level 
workshop practices. 
 Year 11 Engineering studies students visited The RTAA Rail Industry Field Day with official partner Sydney Trains.  It 
is known as the biggest, most diverse and best outdoor event on the Australasian rail calendar. They visited both 
indoor and outdoor exhibitors, on-site demonstrations of new rail technology, a  wide variety and a number of plant 
and equipment on display and exciting and dynamic presentations in the Fettlers’ Shed. Students were able to see 
demonstrations of the theory work that they learn in the classroom. Demonstrations were in:  Pandrol Aluminothermic 
Welding.
The Industrial Arts faculty relies very heavily on student fees to provide the high quality teaching resources and 
consumables that students have become accustomed to at C.H.S. Please ensure that Industrial Arts subject fees are 
paid in full.
The Industrial Arts Faculty’s focus is now turning towards our HSC students studying engineering studies and 
industrial technology- timber and graphics as we start our run into the Higher School Certificate examinations.
This is a very stressful time for students, parents and staff, as such I strongly urge all senior students to take full 
advantage of the additional resources made available by the Industrial Arts faculty. In particular, the HSC timber 
students who are working on completing their major projects, the workshops and your teachers make themselves 
available outside of regularly scheduled periods for the completion of your projects, please take advantage of these 

opportunities being offered.

Mark Uzelac 2 IC        
Industrial Arts - Building the future.
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Excuse me Sir, where is my mummy
Year 11 Ancient History and 7Z excursion to Sydney University Nicholson Museum
By: Jovana Milankovic 11Ancinet Histroy

From sarcophagi and mummies to lego Pompeii, a trip to the University of Sydney’s Nicholson 
Museum had it all. Year 7Z and 11 Ancient history students experienced archaeology on a 
small scale and had the opportunity to see and handle artefacts from Ancient Egypt, Greece 
and Rome. This allowed us to learn more and appreciate what we learnt in class about past 
civilisations. Through studying artefacts left behind and passionate and very informative guides 
we had a chance to explore what life and death was like for people in the past. 
All in all, the excursion proved to be an educational experience, from which we learnt a lot, 
(especially about mummies and the mummification process).

Ancient History 
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IPT Excursion
Year 12 Information Processes and Technology Excursion to Myer Parramatta by Mr. Hallab

Year 12 Information Processes and Technology students visited Myer Parramatta on Tuesday 25th June 2019.
The purpose of the excursion was to see and experience the transaction processing systems they have in place. 
We were able to be informed by the training specialist Rita about various aspects of the business. 
Wendy from the online team spoke about the processing of orders made online and how technology is used in 
the ordering process. 
The assistant store manager Nick spoke about the technology available for finding stock where there is none in a 
particular store. This helps customers find their items at another location.
The staff were obliging and very informative. Rita was able to show the students the registers in the training 
room and give them hands on experience using the real system for purchasing orders at the register.
The students had an enjoyable day and they can take away valuable experiences and examples they can use in 
their HSC exam. We are very grateful for the team at Myer Parramatta for their time on the day.
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Bring it On Dance competition 
Bring it On Dance competition:
“Bring It On Dance was established first in 
Auckland and made its way to Brisbane and 
then Sydney. Our Organisation is a high 
school Hip Hop Dance Competition with the 
Mission to Empower Youth to empower others 
and to go about life and challenges with a 
“Bring It On Attitude” which is “CAN DO”.  This 
platform Empowers Youth and enables them 
to exuberate CONFIDENCE in themselves and 
their abilities which results in positive attitude 
and outlook in life.”
Twenty four of our students participated in 
the Bring it On hip-hop competition which 
was organised by Ms Jansen. For many of our 
students it was the first time performing hip-
hop and performing in front of a crowd, they 
spent weeks in preparation leading up to the 
first round heats. These students came before 
school, practiced during their lunch times and 
continued rehearsing way after the home bell 
rang. The dedication, commitment and passion 
our students showed reflected our core values 
as a community and our school to strive and 
serve. 
On Friday the 21st June 2019 our students were 
ready with their ‘can do bring it on attitude’ 
for the first heat round 1 with other schools 
including – Bass Hill HS, St Mark’s CC, St Clair 
Catholic HS, Cerdon C, Doonside Technology 
HS, Patrician Brothers CB, Blacktown Girls HS, 
Ingleburn HS, Liverpool Girls & Boys HS and 
Winmalee HS. We would also like to thank our 
Bring It On Mentors Becca and Phillip who 
helped us be dance ready.
Although our students did not receive the 
results they were hoping for they placed in  the 
finals we had such positive feedback from other 
schools and mentors that Cabramatta High 
School students showed the true essences of 
great fellowship, student empowerment and 
what BIO is all about. Our students supported 
all the other schools by cheering them on and 
started a dance circle involving all students 
showcasing their little dance talents which was 
never done before. 
“This may be your first year, but no school can 
compare to you and the great sportsmanship 
that you had tonight. Your energy and 
atmosphere that you created was so surreal to 
witness. THAT WAS ALL YOU! No school has ever 
done that and I want to acknowledge you for 
that.” – Becca BIO Mentor.
We also tried to enter the finals by entering 
the wild card competition collecting food 
cans and we would like to thank our school 
and our community who helped us at school 
concert raise funds we placed top three in our 
collection with 681 cans, although we did not 
come first our students are excited for next 
year and cannot wait to step up our game and 
dance tricks. Cabra are you ready ready ‘YES WE 
ARE READY READY”. 
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